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Background: Endocarditis (E) (i.e. an infection of the endocardial surface) can involve heart valves (native or prosthetic) or the mural 
endocardium and can induce numerous and heavy complications.
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Introduction
Infective Endocarditis (IE), also called bacterial endocarditis, is a life-threatening disease due to the infection of the endocardial 
surface of the heart, which may involve one or more heart valves or the mural endocardium or possible septal defect [1,2]. Mitral 
and aortic valves are most frequently involved, while tricuspid limbs are less implicated. Finally, IE of pulmonary valve is an 
extremely uncommon entity, accounting for less 2% of all reported cases. The common causative micro-organisms are streptococci, 
staphylococci or fungi. Several cardiac and extracardiac complications may occur during IE, as embolic events, heart failure, 
perivalvular extension, splenomegaly, pericardial and/or pleural effusion, arrhythmias and others and cardiovascular symptoms 
related to different IE locations [3]. Various types of IE can be recognized:

Methods: The Duke diagnostic criteria are used to make the diagnosis of infective (E). These combine the clinical, pathologic, microbiologic 
and echocardiographic aspects. Echocardiography plays a key role and was considered as a major Duke criteria for diagnosis of infective 
E. Particularly, ultrasonic method has assumed an increasing importance for the diagnosis of valves’ E.

Results: We only evaluated the importance of 3D-Echocardiography (3D-E), both from trans-thoracic (TTE) and trans-esophageal 
(TEE) view, in the detection of native mitral valve vegetation’s by E, their pre-surgical complications and post-surgical aspects.

Conclusions: 3D-TTE and TEE, significantly increased the diagnosis of mitral infective E and vegetations, even when the blood culture 
are negative. In particular, 3D-E (TTE and TEE) appear useful in defining pre-surgical findings of mitral E, the exact location of leflets’ 
vegetations, their size and shape and the post-procedural assessment. Thus, 3D-E findings represent an effective advancement in 
comparison with previous echocardiographic techniques.

List of abbreviations: IE: Infective Endocarditis; NVE: Native Valve Endocarditis; PVE: Prosthetic Valve Endocarditis; M-Mode: 
Mono-dimensional Mode; 3D-E: 3 Dimensional Echocardiography; TTE: Trans-Thoracic Echocardiography; TEE: Trans.Esophageal 
Echocardiography

• Native valve endocarditis (NVE), acute and subacute;
• Prosthetic valve endocarditis (PVE), early and late;
• Intravenous drug abuse endocarditis.
• Other types of endocarditis include pacemaker IE and nosocomial IE 

Acute NVE concerns normal valves and has an aggressive course. Subacute NVE involves abnormal valves, it is less aggressive 
and may extend over many months [4]. In turn, PVE may involve both mechanical and bioprosthetic valves. Mitral valve is more 
susceptible to both NVE and PVE than the aortic valve [5]. Contrarily that of heart valves, the incidence of IE on pacemaker 
devices is constantly increased in the last decade. This can induce a high rate of severe complications. Recently Carrasco et al. found 
almost 10% of IE on pacemaker devices in the last 6 years. This condition often requires removal of devices in spite of therapy [6].
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IE may be suspected in different clinical situations, as heart failure, cerebral embolism, unexplained fever with or without regurgitant 
heart murmur, night sweats, signs of systemic illness, new conduction disturbance and others. The suspect of IE must be confirmed 
by hemocultures and/or echocardiographic findings. On the subject, the Duke diagnostic criteria are used to define IE diagnosis 
(Table 1). These combine clinical, microbiologic, pathologic and echocardiographic characteristics differentiated in major and 
minor criteria [7]. At the present time, echocardiography is considered as major Duke criteria and has assumed a crucial role in 
the IE diagnosis, particularly when blood cultures are negative [8,9]. In particular, ultrasonic technique does not only consent the 
diagnosis of IE, but it is also useful for follow-up, possible cardiac complications (documented by an oscillating or non-oscillating 
intracardiac masses on a valve or on supporting structures; peri-valvular or myocardial abscesses; dehiscences of prosthetic valves; 
new-onset valvular regurgitation) and medical and/or surgical management. But, recent evidences have reported encouraging 
results for CT and PET in the diagnosis of IE and some complications, as abscesses. The addition of CT/PET at a major Duke 
criterion significantly increased its sensitivity and specificity.

DUKE CRITERIA

MINORMAJOR

*Intravenous drugs’ abuse*Positive hemocultures

*Fever>38 °C*Positive echocardiographic findings

*Heart disease*New valvular regurgitation

*Minor echo findings (eg. deformed valve but no vegetations)
Table 1: Duke criteria for noninvasive diagnosis of infective endocarditis                                           

In this report, we only illustrated the aspects and the exact location of mitral valve vegetations, their main cardiac complications 
and the results obtained by medical or surgical interventions, seen at three-dimensional Echocardiography (3D-E), performed 
both from trans-thoracic (TTE) and trans-esophageal (TEE) approach [10-12]. The different roles of Echocardiography in the 
evaluation of IE are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Different roles of Echocardiography in the diagnosis, follow-up, complications and management 
of Infective Endocarditis

Echocardiography
Echocardiography is the only noninvasive method today used, allowing direct visualization of endocarditis-induced lesions. The 
combined M-mode and 2-dimensional trans-thoracic echocardiography significantly increased the detection rate of mitral valve 
IE and its complications, in comparison to M-mode alone introduced 30 years ago. In addition, whereas 2D-TEE reveals signs of IE 
on both native and prosthetic valves, the advent of 3D-TEE enables superior pre-operative anatomic evaluation for complications 
of IE, with consequent improvement in surgical planning.

Three-dimensional echocardiography
3D-TTE
As previous affirmed, even though the sensitivity and specificity of 2D-trans-thoracic echocardiography (2D-TTE) are high, the 
improved spatial orientation of 3D-TTE enables more precise and complete examination of intracardiac anatomy. In fact, 3D-TTE 
provides a choice acquisition mode, including multiplane, real time live 3D, full-volume 3D, zoom 3D and 3D Color Doppler. 
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Figure 1: A-3D-TTE. Apical four-chambers view showing a mitral vegetation located 
between both mitral leaflets and protruding in left atrial and ventricular cavities. B-Same 
vegetation seen in short-axis approach

This ultrasound mode enabled the visualization of cardiac structures and valvular pathology, particularly mitral valve’s vegetations 
[13]. It must also added that 3D-TTE has many advantages over 2D-TTE including improved visualization of complex shapes 
and spatial relations among cardiac structures. In addition, 3D-TTE has an incremental role in evaluating valvular anatomic 
feature, volumetric quantification, pre-surgical planning, intra-procedural guidance and post-procedural assessment of valvular 
heart disease. In addition, 3D-TTE shows the precise location of vegetations, their size and relationship with the mitral limbs, both 
in short and long-axis views (Figures 1A and 1B). It also provides accurate information for medical and surgical decision making 
[14,15]. In agreement, comparative studies have confirmed that size of vegetations is more accurately measured on real-time 3D 
TTE in comparison with 2D-TTE [16].

3D-TEE
The following development of high quality real-time three dimensional trans-esophageal echocardiography (3D-TEE) further 
improved the diagnosis of mitral valve endocarditis and its complications [17]. The technique seems to be particularly important 
in patients whom 3D TTE fails to provide imaging quality. In particular, it is able in those having advanced obesity, chest deformity, 
or enphisema or in patients subjected to artificial respiration. Specifically, 3D-TEE consents to visualize the mitral anterior leaflet 
from 78% to 100% and the posterior leaflet of 100% [18]. Referring to the mitral IE, 3D-TEE has proven to be the powerful, 
convincing method for understanting the anatomy of mitral valve. The sensitivity for the diagnosis of vegetation’s is about 85-
90% for 3D TEE versus 75% for 3D TTE. In addition, color Doppler 3D TEE has been valuable to identify the location of the 
regurgitant orifice and the severity of the mitral regurgitation. It was also pointed out that 3D-TEE facilitates the visualization of 
the full extension and motion of the IE vegetations in one view from any derived angle. Specifically, mitral vegetations appear as 
long and narrow structures that are usually attached to mitral anterior leaflet. On the contrary, 2D-TEE fails to provide sufficient 
informations regarding the relationship among vegetations, prosthesis, and adjacent structures [19]. Nevertheless, 2D-TEE should 
be performed in the majority of patients with suspected IE, because of its better image quality and better sensitivity, particularly for 
the diagnosis of peri-valvular  involvement [12]. However, 3D (both in TTE and TEE modes) is often performed when the clinical 
suspicion of IE is high and M mode and two-dimensional echocardiography is inconclusive or negative. It must also underline that 
3D TEE increases the visualization of mitral valve perforation (Figure 2) in comparison with other echocardiographic techniques 
[18]. Furthermore, 3D TEE is superior to 3D TTE in identifying the structural complications of IE (as leaflet rupture or flail), in 
locating and evaluating prosthetic dehiscence, in to visualize perivalvular abscesses, valvular perforation, fusion of commissures 
and pericardial effusion. This method has been shown to provide additional information in the evaluation of PVE [19]. From this 
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point of view, 3D TEE images are not limited to 2D planar views, enabling valvular visualization of angles not previously possible. 
This possibility must be reported to the acquisition of wide-angled, full-volume data sets and the ability to manipulate and crop 
images, deep anatomical structures can be clearly displayed (Figure 3) [20]. With reference to post-operative evaluation of mitral 
valve repair or replacement, 3D TEE has been shown to facilitate visualization of the entire structure of artificial valve. Finally, 
the method has become indispensable for non-surgical procedures, such as “edge to edge” mitral repair and transcatheter closure 
of paravalvular leaks. Referring to this issue, 3D-TEE appeared useful to show an immediate reduction in the antero-posterior 
diameter of the mitral annulus in mitral regurgitation, after MitraClip procedure [21].

Figure 2: 3D-TEE-Mitral limb perforation in a patient having mitral infective endocarditis

Figure 3: 3D-TEE-Mitral valve vegetation seen from left atrial side (A – B). The shape, 
the dimensions and the location are clearly evidenced

Conclusive remarks
Echocardiography has assumed an increasing importance in the diagnosis of IE, especially located at mitral leaflets. The 
development of 3D-TTE and its combination with 3D TEE have progressively improved the non-invasive detection of cardiac 
valves’ vegetation’s and the complications of IE, such as aneurysm, perforation, prolapse or papillary muscle rupture. Specifically, 
3D TEE zoom modality can provide “en-face” views of both mitral and aortic valves. By convention, the mitral valve can be rotated 
and viewed from the left atrial perspective. Dehiscence site can be also identified, with special attention to their location, shape, size 
and area. Using multiplanar imaging it is possible to quantify the area of dehiscence. In addition, full-volume acquisition provides 
wide angle images with higher temporal resolution. After data acquisition, data set can be rotated, manipulated and cropped to 
obtain exposure of para-valvular leaks, confirmed with the use of 3D color flow [21]. 3D TTE and 3D TEE were also employed for 
the follow-up and prognostic assessment of IE. It’s follow-up (time-evolution) must be performed in early, intermediate and late 
phase (hospitalization, the course of illness, surgical intervention). Prognosis must be defined by the findings associated with the 
vegetations, such as regurgitation or obstruction of the mitral valve (native or prosthetic), systolic para-valvular jets, significant 
reduction of ejection fraction, premature mitral closure and others [22]. Conclusively, in the presence of suspect IE, 3D TTE, 
and 3D TEE assumed a significant role in the non-invasive diagnosis of that, and must be performed when clinical criteria are 
indicative of IE but, blood cultures are negative and M-mode and 2D-TTE examinations are not diagnostic. Therefore, at the 
present time 3D-Echocardiography appears to be as complementary to 2D-Echocardiography, even though further improvements 
in image quality, higher temporal and spatial resolution and software are foreseen in the near future.
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